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Abstract—2G data service is still an important component in 
mobile communication system. GPRS network bears a wide 
variety of data business, especially IM communication 
business which has a large number of users. QQ, Weixin, 
Fetion are beyond any doubt the most popular IM 
applications in the current Mobile Internet applications 
spectrum. Their wide use led to signaling storm, which 
drawn the attention of telecom operators and the research 
community, both interested in knowing IM applications' 
internal mechanisms, charactering traffic and 
understanding the applications' network behavior. In this 
paper, we dissect the network behavior and traffic 
consumption of QQ, Weixin and Fetion for Android in 
GPRS. We use a traffic sniffer to get data packets of each 
application in different scenarios. Furthermore, leveraging 
on the use of the network protocol analyzer-Wireshark and 
our knowledge of network communication, we study each 
application’s behavior characteristics. Understanding the 
characteristics of these applications makes for a better 
business promotion, a more optimal network resource 
allocation, a positive guiding significance for business 
income and resources investment income.  
 
Index Terms—mobile internet, instant messaging, network 
behavior analysis, traffic model 
 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

The success of mobile Internet, the popularity of 
intelligent terminal, abundant mobile applications led to 
the rapid development of mobile internet data business [1-

3]. For operators, a large number of mobile applications 
have caused a huge traffic burden, not only the data 
tsunami, but also a challenge to the future of mobile 
communication. IM communication applications such as 
QQ, weixin, Fetion satisfy the users’ always online 
demand, so users can communicate Anytime, Anywhere 
and Anything. IM applications occupy the main data 
business and have a large number of users, which cause a 
great pressure to the mobile networks. 2G data service is 
still an important component in mobile communication 
system. The intelligence of mobile terminal and user 
behavior of various service make the traffic model of 2G 
data service significant different from the conventional 
voice service. For instance, China mobile’ GPRS network 
bears a wide variety of data services, especially QQ, 

weixin, fetion business. Therefore, it is necessary to 
analyze the network behavior of IM applications and 
evaluate resource consumption. The description of 2G 
data service model should be researched according to the 
characteristics of different services. As for operators, the 
research makes for network configuration optimization 
and improving network performance. For users, traffic 
fee is still sensitive, so our study can help the application 
provider to promote their business and service [4-6]. 

At present, the study for mobile Internet applications 
mainly focused on analyzing the mobile Internet user 
behavior and some other apps’ analysis. This study 
mainly aims at the Android instant messaging 
applications’ network behavior analysis and research. We 
select three typical instant-messaging applications (i.e., 
QQ, weixin and fetion) for our research objects. There are 
three APNs (i.e., cmnet, cmwap and wifi) we can choose 
to connect to the Internet. A traffic sniffer (shark for root) 
is used to get the data packets we need. After getting all 
the data packets, we analysis these applications’ network 
behavior and establishing the traffic models for each 
application. The results show that application shows 
different network behavior and network resource 
consumption because of itself characteristics and 
behavior. 

II. RELATED WORK 

At present, the research for mobile Internet 
applications mainly concentrates in studying the behavior 
of users or self-similarity of traffic. But it’s difficult to 
find researches on the study of network behavior for 
mobile applications.  

Data service traffic model is playing more and more 
important role in many fields of 2G mobile networks such 
as resource allocation, network optimization and so on. In 
the past recent years, traffic model of mobile data service 
has been researched widely. A variety of models of 
different data services, such as HTTP, WAP, FTP 
streaming media and Email have been proposed and a lot 
of literatures been found. However, the research on traffic 
models of mobile internet applications, especially for 2G 
mobile networks, is limited.  
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Research in [7] mainly studies the QQ self-similarity 
and traffic model in the 3G network. It selects QQ as the 
research object and gets the real QQ data from the UMTS 
network. It puts forward a novel QQ message model 
through the analysis of the communication mechanism of 
QQ and QQ packet format. Further study found that the 
packet data of network traffic flow has self-similarity and 
long-term dependence characteristics. Research in [8] 
studies the privacy of mobile social network application 
design. The research mainly analyzes some SNAs 
applications’ privacy design. It completes the analysis in 
information obtaining, information building, accessibility 
and purpose through feedback and control framework.  

Research in [9] presented a traffic model of M2M 
oriented mobile streaming. The video sources are selected 
according to the requirements of the M2M service aspects 
and the limitation of the mobile network resources. It is a 
kind of traffic model of probability density. The 
distribution of the frame size is heavy-tail. Video streams 
generated according to this distribution will be self-
similar, which will meet the self-similarity feature of 
VBR video. Fitting results show that the distribution 
presented in the paper is 0.07% ~ 2% degree, better than 
the distribution presented in 3GPP specification. The 
mean frame size of the model is 99% similar to the mean 
frame size of the video source. It is proved that the traffic 
model provided in this paper is a model fitted to be used 
in mobile network for M2M streaming services. 

In the paper, we mainly study the network behavior of 
IM applications for Android smartphones. Finally, we put 
forward traffic models to evaluate traffic resource 
consumption. The rest of this paper is organized as 
follows: Section 3 describes network behavior analysis 
method. Section 4 analyzes the network behavior and 
resource consumption for each application. In Section 5, 
we summarize the final conclusions. 

III. NETWORK BEHAVIOR ANALYSIS METHOD 

Different users have different habits of business using, 
but each data business has its own basic operations [10, 11]. 
For example, mobile phone QQ consists of login, sending 
message, receiving message, logout and so on. Studying 
the basic operations of the interaction and data traffic 
consumption makes for a better understanding of the data 
service and network behavior. 

A. Packet Capture 
The detailed steps are as follows: 
Firstly, we need to prepare the environment and related 

tools. We choose three popular IM applications (i.e., 
QQ2012 (Android) 1.0Build0130, Weixin 4.5 and Fetion 
V3.1.4) as our research objects, Shark for Root (a 
software of data capturing for Android) to capture 
packets, Wireshark for   windows to analyze packets and 
one smartphone with android operating system (i.e., 
Samsung GT-S5820, Android 2.3.5). Root privileges are 
needed when using the Shark for Root tool to capturing 
data packets. There are many ways to get root privileges. 
We choose the version of the application based on its 

popularity and downloads. We choose QQ, Weixin and 
Fetion because of the number of users and usage. 

Secondly, select test scenarios and make test cases. 
The test scenarios are shown in Tab.1.  

Thirdly, execute the test cases. When capturing the 
packets of these applications, keep the packet pure is very 
important. Each scenario is a capture of a single 
application, so we must ensure that other applications are 
closed except for the test object. We can use some 
network monitoring software to make sure only one 
application is communicating with the Internet. Also, we 
can close the uncorrelated applications in the Setting. 
Three steps to finish packet capture. First, start the shark 
software. Second, operate the application. Third, stop the 
shark and save the file. To guarantee the accuracy of our 
tests, we test at least three times for each scenario and get 
rid of abnormal packet. 

Finally, analyze data packets. After getting the data 
packets, we use Wireshark-software of data capturing and 
analysis to perform an analysis. We can find how these 
applications complete the communication task between 
client and server, the process between client and servers 
(maybe more than one servers) for each application in 
each scenario. According to our analysis, we can build 
traffic models for each application and evaluate the traffic 
consumption. 

B. Scenarios Selection 

TABLE I.   

SCENARIOS LISTS 

Apps APNs s1 s2 s3 s4 s5 
QQ cmwap login logout send 

message 
receive 
message

heartbeat
cmnet
wifi 

Weixin cmwap login logout send 
message 

receive 
message

heartbeat
cmnet
wifi 

Fetion cmwap login logout send 
message 

receive 
message

heartbeat
cmnet
wifi 

 
Each application has many functions and features. 

Each user has his habits of application service using. 
According to our investigation and human behavior, IM 
application has five basic common operations, namely 
login, logout, sending message and receiving message. 
The greatest feature of the IM application is that it can 
keep user always online by maintaining HTTP connection. 
In order to keep HTTP connection, the client must 
periodically send a heartbeat message to the server. So, it 
is important to study the heartbeat for IM application. 
Finally, we choose five typical scenarios for each 
application, which are shown in Tab.1. In GPRS, there 
are three APNs, namely cmnet, cmwap and wifi. 

The final test scenarios are shown in Tab.1. Table 
column headings s1 to s5 represent login, logout, sending 
message, receiving message and heartbeat. Sending 
message means just sending one piece of message, the 
packet size depends on the content. So do the receiving 
message scenario. 
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IV. NETWORK BEHAVIOR & RESOURCE CONSUMPTION 

A.  Network Behavior Analysis 
After getting the data packets, we can analyze the 

behavior of each scenario by using the software-
Wireshark. The following are the detailed analysis. 

1)   QQ behavior analysis 
a)  Login 

Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 show the QQ login process in 
different APNs. QQ client’s IP is private address (i.e., 
10.*.*.*), while the QQ server and related servers are 
public addresses. Login process in cmwap is shown in 
Fig. 1, establishing a connection between QQ client and 
QQ server to complete login. The connection will remain 
for the following interaction. Login process in cmnet and 
wifi is shown in Fig.2, interacting with four different 
servers. Compared to the process in cmwap, the process 
in cmnet/wifi needs to query the DNS server for the IP of 
pmir.3g.qq.com (i.e., authentication server) and 
conf.3g.qq.com (i.e., configuration server) to complete 
authentication and configuration. The number of data 

packets between QQ client and QQ server is different in 
cmnet and wifi. 

QQ login process in cmnet/wifi is more complicated 
than that in cmwap. 

 

 
Figure 1.  QQ login in cmwap 

 

 

Figure 2.  QQ login in cmnet/wifi (the interactive data packets between QQ client and QQ server in wifi is different from that in cmnet)

b) Logout 
 

Fig.3 depicts the QQ logout process in cmwap, two 
pairs of PSH, ACK/ACK interaction packets before a 
TCP four times handshake to release the connection 
between QQ client and QQ server. The process in 
cmnet/wifi is more complicated as is shown in Fig.4, as 

QQ client needs to release the connection with 
configuration server and authentication server 

. 
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Figure 3.  QQ logout in cmwap 

 
Figure 4.  QQ logout in cmnet/wifi 

c) Heartbeat  

 
Figure 5.  QQ heartbeat in cmwap/cmnet/wifi 

Fig. 5 depicts only one QQ heartbeat process, each QQ 
heartbeat process consumes six data packets. Our test 
shows the heartbeat cycle is 180 seconds. QQ client sends 
a heartbeat message to QQ server every 180 seconds to 
keep the long connection. 

d) Sending message 

 
Figure 6.  QQ sending message in cmnet /wifi / cmwap  

Fig. 6 shows the sending message process in different 
APNs. Sending message only consumes four packets and 
no difference in different APNs. 

e) Receiving message 
 

 
Figure 7.  QQ receiving message in cmnet /wifi/cmwap 

Fig. 7 depicts receiving message process. All APNs 
share the same process, which consumes about four 
packets. 

2)  Weixin behavior analysis 
According to our tests, weixin shares the same process 

in different APNs. 
a) Login 

 

 
Figure 8.  Weixin login in cmnet/cmwap/wifi 

Fig. 8 shows that Weixin login process is simple and 
has no difference in different APNs. First, weixin client 
sends a DNS query request to DNS server for the IP of 
long.weixin.qq.com. The DNS server returns a response. 
The weixin client establishes a TCP connection with the 
weixin server and completes about six pairs of 
HTTP/ACK interaction. 

b) Sending message 
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Figure 9.  Weixin sending message in cmnet/cmwap/wifi 

Sending message is at least six pairs of HTTP/ACK 
interaction as is shown in Fig. 9. There is no difference in 
different APNs. The number of packets depends on the 
length of the sending message, but at least six pairs of 
HTTP/ACK. 

c) Receiving message 
Receiving message process is similar to that of sending 

message. According to our test, receiving message needs 
to interactive at least four pairs of HTTP/ACK, namely 
eight packets. 

d) Heartbeat 

 
Figure 10.  Weixin Heartbeat in cmnet/cmwap/wifi 

Fig. 10 shows Weixin heartbeat process. Weixin 
heartbeat cycle is 270 seconds, each heartbeat consumes 
three packets.  

5) Logout 
 

 
Figure 11.  Weixin logout in cmnet/cmwap/wifi 

Fig. 11 depicts that four pairs of HTTP/ACK 
interaction before the TCP four times handshake to 

release the connection between Weixin client and Weixin 
server. 

 3)  Fetion behavior analysis 
a) Login 

 

 
in cmnet/wifi 

 

DNS server 10.0.0.172 Fetion 
client

Fetion 
server

Query
PTR 172.0.0.10 in-addr.appa

Response 10.0.0.172
TCP three-way

handshake

TCP three-way 
handshake

ACK
POST

ACK

PSH,ACK

ACK

PSH,ACK

...

POST
ACK

HTTP

 
in cmwap 

Figure 12.  Fetion login in cmnet/wifi  and in cmwap 

Fig. 12 shows that Fetion login in cmwap is different 
from that in cmnet/wifi. The WAP gateway (i.e., 
10.0.0.172) acts as a proxy of configuration server to 
complete the configuration. When Fetion client sends a 
Query request to DNS server, DNS server returns the IP 
of configuration server in cmwap and wifi instead of a 
WAP address (i.e., 10.0.0.172) in cmwap. Fetion client 
establishes a connection with configuration server to 
complete configuration task (i.e., detecting software 
update). At the same time, Fetion client establishes a 
connection with Fetion server to complete login 
authentication and remains this connection. 

b) Sending message  
 

 
Figure 13.   Fetion sending message in cmwap/cmnet/wifi 

Fig.13 depicts sending message process, about three 
packets. Sometimes our test catches four packets. The 
ACK packet can be carried in the data packet, which 
saves one ACK. 

c) Receiving message 
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Receiving message process is similar to sending 
message process.  

d) Heartbeat 
 

 
Figure 14.  Fetion heartbeat in cmnet/wifi 

Fig.14 shows fetion heartbeat process in cmnet and 
wifi. The heartbeat cycle is 300 seconds, each heartbeat 
consumes five packets. According to our test, there is no 
heartbeat in cmwap. 

e) Logout 
Fetion logout process needs to interactive several 

packets before a TCP four times handshake to release the 
connection between Fetion client and Fetion server. In 
cmnet/wifi, Fetion client also needs to release the 
connection with authentication. In cmwap, Fetion client 
needs to release the connection with 10.0.0.172. 

 B.  Resource Consumption Analysis 
According to the data packets we collected and 

leveraging on the Wireshark tool, we build traffic models 
from two aspects: one aspect is mean packet size (i.e., the 
total bytes of all packets) and the other is mean packet 
number (i.e., the number of packets). Traffic models are 
as follows: 

 
Figure 15.  QQ mean packet number in different scenarios 

Fig. 15 depicts the average number of packets in 
different scenario. QQ consists of five basic operations 
(i.e., login, logout, sending message, receiving message 
and heartbeat). The packet number of each operation is 
different. 

 
 

Figure 16.  QQ mean packet size (bytes) in different scenarios  

Fig. 16 shows QQ mean packet size (bytes) in different 
scenarios. Sending message consumes more traffic than 
receiving message. Login process uses more packets and 
consumes more traffic resource. QQ login and logout in 
cmnet consumes more resources. 

 

 
Figure 17.  Weixin mean packet number in different scenarios 

Weixin resource consumption is shown in Fig. 17. We 
study five basic Weixin operations (i.e., login, logout, 
sending message, receiving message and heartbeat). 
Three APNs are the same for different operations. Weixin 
login process consumes only 17 packets in all APNs, less 
than QQ login which consumes about 52 in wifi, 71 in 
cmwap, 101 in cmnet. Sending message and receiving 
message for weixin consumes more traffic than that for 
QQ. Weixin heartbeat interacts three packets while QQ 
uses six packets and Fetion consumes five packets. 

 

 
Figure 18.  Fetion mean packet number in different scenarios 
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Figure 19.  Fetion mean packet size (bytes) in different scenarios  

Fig. 18 and Fig.19 depict Fetion resource consumption 
in different scenarios. Fetion consists of five basic 
operations. Fetion login consumes the most resources 
compared to other operations. The number of packets for 
Fetion login varies in different APNs, about 72 in cmnet, 
43 in cmwap, 74 in wifi. The other four operations are the 
same for different APNs. Fetion has no heartbeat in 
cmwap. In cmnet/wifi, Fetion heartbeat consumes five 
packets. 

 

 
Figure 20.  Different apps mean packet number for login in cmnet 

Fig. 20 depicts the comparison for different 
applications (i.e., QQ, Fetion and Weixin). Weixin login 
process consumes the least traffic, Fetion consumes less 
traffic than QQ. As for logout process, QQ consumes 
more resource than Weixin and Fetion. For heartbeat 
process, QQ is six packets every 180 seconds, Fetion is 
five packets every 300s, Weixin is three packets every 
270 seconds. As for sending message and receiving 
message, Weixin consumes more packets than QQ and 
Fetion. 

C.  Applications Contrastive Analysis 
1) Different applications show diverse network 

behaviors 
Login process shows different behavior for different 

applications in different APNs, which are shown in Fig.1, 
Fig. 2, Fig. 8, Fig. 12. 

Weixin has the simplest network behavior in the login 
scenario. Fig.8 depicts that Weixin client establishes a 
connection with Weixin Server and completes login task. 
Fig.1 and Fig.2 show that QQ login process depends on 
the APNs. QQ login in cmnet/wifi is more complicated 
than that in cmwap, not only interacts with QQ server but 
also communicates with configuration server and 

authentication server. Fetion login is the most 
complicated in the three applications, Fetion client 
interacts with Fetion server and configuration server. 
Fetion client interacts with WAP proxy (10.0.0.172) to 
complete the configuration task in cmwap instead of 
directly communicating with configuration server in 
cmnet and wifi as are shown in Fig.12. 

2) Application has various network behaviors in 
different APNs 

From Fig.1 to Fig.14, we can conclude that Weixin has 
the same behavior in different APNs. Fetion’s login 
process communicates with WAP proxy to finish 
configuration, other scenarios directly interact with 
Fetion server. QQ client interacts with QQ server directly 
in all APNs except the login process which depends on 
the APNs. 

3)  Heartbeat  
The client periodically sends a heartbeat message to 

the app server to keep the HTTP long connection, so the 
application can be always online. Fig. 20 shows that QQ 
heartbeat cycle is 180s in cmnet and each time six 
packets, Weixin’s heartbeat cycle is 270 s in cmnet and 
each time three packets, Fetion’s heartbeat cycle is 300 s 
in cmnet and each time five packets. We can conclude 
that QQ consumes most traffic resources in the three 
applications and Weixin uses the least traffic. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper concentrates on the network behavior of IM 
applications (i.e., QQ, Weixin and Fetion) for Android. 
Our approach is as follows: first, we choose three popular 
IM applications (i.e., QQ, Weixin and Fetion) as our 
study objects and make the test plan according to several 
aspects of the IM applications, considering different 
APNs (Access Point Name) (i.e., cmnet, cmwap and wifi), 
different scenarios (i.e., login, logout, sending message 
and receiving message). Second, we get the data packets 
by a traffic sniffer (shark for root). Third, leveraging on 
Wireshark, we analyze the network behavior of different 
applications. Furthermore, by building traffic models, we 
evaluate the traffic resource consumption (i.e., packet 
size, packet numbers) for each application. In the paper, 
we demonstrate that application shows different network 
behavior and resource consumption in different APNs. 
Different applications show diverse network behavior and 
resource consumption even in the same scenario. Future 
work should focus on the analysis of new functions (e.g., 
voice and video communication, etc.). 
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